Introducing PARC
a unique knowledge management tool
for all your survey research files
Introductory 20% Discount
for AASRO Members
Annual Subscription, $4,000

PARC

TM

THE POLLING ARCHIVE

Designed by and for survey research professionals.

Offered exclusively by Langer Research Associates,
PARC™ is an affordable and easy-to-use online
application to organize, store and instantly access
your organization’s survey questions, toplines,
analyses, reports, presentations and data with a
few simple clicks.
Available on an annual subscription basis,
PARC offers full-text word search of individual
survey questions, programmed questionnaires
and reports.

Question-level results are easily combined and
exported to create new topline documents with fully
trended results. Programmed questionnaires can be
assembled with the assurance of consistent wording,
structure, instructions and coding over time. PARC’s
search capability also is effective in managing
qualitative reports, transcripts and other documents.
Search results are single-click linked to datasets,
banner books, memos, spreadsheets, PowerPoint
presentations, charts and any other project files,
of any file type.

Go to http://www.langerresearch.com/parc/ for a 5-minute video introduction to PARC.

PARC is hosted on the secure Microsoft Azure cloud platform with DigiCert SSL encryption.
Individual users have access only to their own account files.
THOROUGH
Find the results of every survey question you’ve ever asked, any project, any time
– and all associated project files.
SECURE
DigiCert SSL encryption and the Microsoft Azure platform keep your files safe
and private.
FAST
Save time by instantly finding the materials you need, not digging through files
and folders.
ACCURATE
Quickly construct topline documents and programmed questionnaires with
complete, correct instructions and coding.
EASY TO LEARN
PARC’s storage, search and retrieval functions are intuitive and simple to use.
FLEXIBLE
PARC is deployable enterprise-wide, at the team level or as a client-specific or
public-facing service.
A GREAT VALUE
Our annual subscription pricing is quite reasonable. Please inquire!
Go to http://www.langerresearch.com/parc/ for a 5-minute video introduction to PARC.
Contact info@langerresearch.com for details or a free trial account.
Langer Research Associates is an Emmy- and Ogilvy-award winning team of senior survey research
professionals. We specialize in the design, management and analysis of premium-quality, probabilitybased survey research for media, foundation, association and corporate clients. The company directs
polling for the ABC News television network, produces a weekly survey of consumer sentiment
for Bloomberg L.P. and specializes in in-depth research on health care, public policy, politics and
international development, with a focus on best practices in sample and questionnaire design, rigorous
statistical modeling and insightful analysis.

Institutional memory is not a system. PARC is.

